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Reminiscence of Theatrical Engraving 
in the Japanese Eco-posters

Ремінісценції театральної гравюри 
в японському екологічному плакаті

Abstract. the high rise of the Japanese theatrical engraving as a self-sufficient and independent art is observed in the 17th–19th cen-
turies and has no analogies not only in the culture of other eastern countries, but in the whole world culture in general. extremely 
strong influence on the modern ecological poster had the work of tusyushai syaraku. the peculiarity of the artistic manner of syaraku 
is that in his work he embraced almost the full spectrum of the theater performing staff, and not just the popular “stars”. the circle 
of characters in syaraku is more complete and “democratic”, in comparison with other masters. Among the modern masters who were 
influenced by the work of tosyushaya syaraku, we note takanokuro Yoshinori, Norizako Kita, shuzo, sato Koichi and many others. 
In their posters, masters use o-kubi-e techniques.
Keywords: Japanese theater engraving, ecological poster, tusyushai syaraku prints, o-kubi-e.

Problem statement. the problem of efficient environ-
mental management and respect for the environment is be-
coming more and more pressing and acute with each passing 
year. the main cause of global environmental problems is ir-
rational environmental management. the level of pollution 
of the planet increases every year.

the international triennial 4th Block was created as a re-
sponse to environmental problems that arose after the 1986 
explosion at the chernobyl nuclear power plant. however, 
the role and goals of the triennial are not limited to this. Оver 
the years of its existence, the festival has expanded and grown 
into a global environmental project, with its participants 
interested not only in the problems of nuclear pollution, 
but in the general ecological picture of the world.

the novelty of the exhibition project, the gradual ac-
cumulation of its experience and the accumulation of visu-
al information determined a certain narratives of a signifi-
cant part of publications, the main content of which is sta-
tistical data on participants and winners of the competitive 
part of the 4th Block festival, among which a significant place 
is occupied by masters from Japan. Therefore, the art history 
research of an eco-poster develops gradually, and the need 
to process the accumulated material seems very relevant 
in our time.

Objectives: to trace the influence of the Japanese the-
ater engraving on the formation of the artistic language 
of Japanese ecological poster.

Analysis of recent research works and publications 
revealed that the noted aspect of Japanese prints is consid-
ered in the article by s. rybalko “Japanese costume”. the re-
searcher notes that the practice of publishing advertising se-
ries was quite common and significantly influenced the de-
velopment of a stereotypical composition, which included 
the image of a woman in the back, the best way to demon-
strate kimono patterns. to create advertising series, the own-
ers of fabrics and ready-made shops tried to attract the most 
famous artists, for example, Isoda Korusay, torii Kiyonaga, 
Kikugava eizan, Utagava Kunimasi, Katsushika hokusai, 
Kaysai eisen, etc. For instance, beautiful models in the works 
of Utagawa Kunimasi and Katsushiki hokusai, their compo-
sitional decisions were completely subordinated to the goal 
of demonstrating all components of the costume, fashionable 
fabrics and decorations [11].

In fact, remaining outside of scientific research, the prob-
lems of modern Japanese poster are the subject of active dis-
cussions by practical designers, in various kinds of blogs, 
on professional forums and websites. Indicative in this re-
gard is the Internet discussion, which has developed on one 
of the sites [3]. the subject of discussion was a poster created 
by the American master James White. the theme of the post-
er—environmental tragedy ( Japan 2011)—set the discus-
sion in the appropriate direction. It should be noted that net-
work sources of information are more operational in cover-
ing the problems of the modern globalized world, therefore, 
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they, and not academic publications, first of all become a plat-
form for discussing urgent professional tasks of designers. 
In connection with this trend, we believe that the inclusion 
of materials from the world wide web of Internet into a cir-
cle of sources along with traditional, museum, visual and lit-
erary ones is quite appropriate.

According to e. serdyuk, theatrical engraving is 
on the verge of two arts—visual and scenic. That is why 
the characteristic features of time, specifically reflected 
in each of these arts [12], are most clearly manifested in theat-
rical engraving. engravings and popular prints that dealt with 
the theatrical themes were fairly widespread both in the east 
and in europe in the late Middle Ages. Nevertheless, in most 
cases, theatrical schedule was secondary, remaining only 
an auxiliary kind of art relative to the theater.

the rise of the art of Japanese theater engraving, its for-
mation as a self-sufficient and independent phenomenon, 
which was observed since the 17th through the 19th centu-
ries, has no analogues not only in the culture of other eastern 
countries, but also in the entire world culture.

the life simplicity of folk tastes, which was reflected 
in Japanese prints, especially theatrical, does not detract from 
its significance as a complex and multifaceted art. In compar-
ison with the court and monastic culture of the past, it has 
its merits and grace, despite the lack of elite sophistication. 
the main motives are the freshness of lyrical perception, 
open life-giving power, and festive sublime feelings.

These qualities, which made it the leading genre 
of Japanese art at the turn of the Middle Ages and New times, 
are also of unrelenting interest in our time [12].

Presentation of the main research material. the work 
of tusyushai syaraku (ca. 1770–1825 (?)) had an extremely 
strong influence on the modern ecological poster. the master, 
whose creative period was extremely short (9 or 10 months), 
left a big mark in the history of Japanese engraving (144 
works), influencing modern masters. his artistic legacy in-
cludes a large number of portraits of actors. According to some 
reports, syaraku himself was an actor in the kabuki theater. 
however, reliable biographical data on syaraku has not been 
found. his works have subtle and flexible lines: on a dark gray, 
almost uniform background, portraits of characters are shown 
as a bright spot. Basically it is one or two-figure compositions, 
made in full length or up to the chest. creating portraits of his 
heroes, the artist applies the principle of generalization. Using 
only a few lines, the author manages to convey a deep psycho-
logical portrait of the depicted characters. Usually, syaraku’s 
compositions are okubi-e, with grotesque portraits of actors 
on a dark, sometimes flickering background, which is shaded 
with the help of the Kira-e technique. expressions of grimaces 
on faces, often exaggerated to caricature, in conjunction with 
the drama, which is provided for by the meager gestures, con-
vey not only the character of the plays, but also the personality 
traits of the actor. In a strong drawing of syaraku and skillful use 
of color contrasts, all the technical possibilities that were avail-
able to the artist of his time were used. According to Gabriel 
Far-Becker, the assumption that highly realistic, not always 
flattering portraits caused hostility of the public and hate 

of the actors towards the artist is nothing more than a legend, 
although this explains his sudden disappearance [12, p. 196].

the absolute truth is that the Japanese public was not 
ready for syaraku’s sarcastic realism of art or for his carica-
tures based on psychological knowledge. Both of these phe-
nomena have become revolutionary in the art of ukuyu-e 
and can be considered the causes of an extremely short peri-
od of creativity for syaraku.

the peculiarity of the artistic manner of syaraku is that 
in his work he embraced almost the full range of the per-
forming staff of the theater, and not just the popular “stars”. 
the circle of characters in syaraku, in comparison with oth-
er masters, is more complete and “democratic”. choosing 
a topic for work, he did not limit himself with the ranks, 
popularity, reputation, or name of an actor; he was pointed-
ly informal and did not depend on the conjuncture of actor’s 
fame. syaraku was interested in the dramatic basis of the play, 
the life of the characters on the stage, so he quite boldly inter-
prets the characteristic features of their appearance. Naturally, 
this approach was most closely related to the type of bust por-
trait Yakusya-Nigao-e. With them begins a chronological list 
of syaraku works. the best are his first works—busty imag-
es of actors on large-sized paper oban, on a smooth uniform 
background, which were performed in May–July 1794.

For backgrounds, syaraku often used dark, green-
ish-gray tones with mica powder, which created a representa-
tion of the metallic luster of the surface. on such a deafening 
background, the white color of the paper, the charcoal-black 
color of the characters’ hair, the whole range of colors that 
were used during the image of fabrics and costume jewelry 
look especially elegant.

syaraku relied on the advanced technique of poly-
chrome woodblock print, because the solutions for his en-
gravings are quite diverse. however, it is possible to single 
out the general features of his palette: complex, muted col-
ors, noble simplicity and restraint in the use of ornamental 
motifs. the fact that syaraku has enveloped his passionate, 
sometimes furious insults in the most delicate dark colors, 
gives his works a unique charm.

Among the group of works that were performed 
by syaraku in May–July 1794, is the woodblock print, created 
for the play Koi’s Ego of the Somavak Tatsuna (in the russian 
translation by V. Brand—Night song of the Driver Yosakuiz 
Tamba), are of particular interest. It is not a simple set, 
but a consistent series with exposure, climax and decoupling, 
embodied in the portraits of different characters. the robber 
and noble man takemura sadanosina is depicted with a spe-
cial emotional accent.

In the engraving of syaraku, actor otani oniji II, 
who plays the role of Yakko Adobey, stuns the viewer with 
the power of his emotional outburst. the engraving, which 
was created by sufficiently clear “strokes” of the brush 
of a talented graphic hand, conquers with the special preci-
sion of the drawing, the only pose and gestures of the hero, 
which helps to reveal and see the image of the evil, active, 
attacker. the lack of anatomical correctness in the image 
of the hands does not diminish the skill of execution, but, 
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on the contrary, helps to emphasize the greedy and angry 
character of the hero. the costume moves and “plays” along 
with the character, emphasizing the predatory plasticity of his 
movements, and at the same time points to refined grace.

In the engravings of the second half of 1794 and of 1795, 
syaraku switched to the format of khosoban and full-length 
single-figure compositions. This characteristics, almost gro-
tesque work, accurately and sharply conveys the emotions 
and poses of the characters. such author’s attention to pos-
tures is predetermined, most likely, by a “posture culture” that 
is quite developed in Kabuki.

the author always clearly and even mercilessly reveals 
all the features of the characters, for which he quite often suc-
cumbed to criticism. Indeed, in his works, syaraku did not 
seek to decorate the actors. the master portrayed his charac-
ters with all the “palette” of stupid manners that were inherent 
in the portrait. Therefore, Umataro, outraged by such works 
of syaraku, wrote that “bad habits” can be traced in the por-
traits of actors, and this condemnation of the schedule is per-
ceived as a certain kind of praise.

despite the fact that syaraku based himself 
on the achievements of his predecessors, there is an unusu-
al, sometimes hostile manner in relation to traditions in his 
works. In the art of syaraku, a violation of the once integral 
system of conventions is noticeable: the creator’s view with 
ingenious insight penetrates through the numerous “shells” 
of the image much deeper than was envisaged by the canon. 
the flash of feelings that syaraku catches, mercilessly illumi-
nates the deep, hidden qualities of human nature.

despite all the laconism, in the works of syaraku there 
are clearly separated “layers” of the image. the upper ones—
canonical makeup, hairstyle, costume—constitute the classic 
viewer’s thought. Next comes the mimic scheme that charac-
terizes a particular character, at a particular point in the devel-
opment of the action. Under such a mimic mask, portrait fea-
tures of the performer’s appearance are often traced: propor-
tions, facial contours, patterns, eyes, nose, lips, and through 
them, the age-specific features of the character can be traced.

so, according to e. serdyuk, in the works of syaraku, var-
ious emotional states and the most vivid characters were con-
veyed with great sharpness and brilliance. In each of syaraku’s 
engravings, only one, albeit the most important at the mo-
ment, aspect of the character’s spiritual world is displayed. 
This is a strong, but instantaneous surge of feelings, and not 
the final logical development of character in all the complexity 
of its relationship with the outside world. such images of their 
emotional power are designed to focus the viewer’s attention 
on the main thing, neglecting the secondary. It is not difficult 
to notice that this very principle of selection and concrete 
methods of exaggerating the important and negligent insignif-
icant were the basics of theatrical vision and formed the basis 
of all Japanese theatrical aesthetics [12].

Thus, it is impossible not to agree with the majority 
of researchers that the images of syaraku are multidimen-
sional, but this feature of them has nothing to do with both 
subjective self-will and psychology, with a multilateral cov-
erage of the personality of the characters. Their complexity is 

not the end of a complex psychological construction, but is 
the result of the destruction of the late medieval canonical 
foundations. This also implies the peculiarity of syaraku’s 
works, which consists in the fact that the concept of an actor 
and the role in his engravings is not only different, as in most 
other graphs, but can also be contrasted.

Among the masters of engraving, ukiye-e tosyushai 
syaraku was the closest to the poster solution of his engrav-
ings. Moreover, perhaps, for this reason, he is one of the most 
cited masters of the present time. Inspired by the creativi-
ty of syaraku, the masters of contemporary ecological post-
er create a number of works in which the influences of this 
talented master are quite clearly traced. In Ando hiroshige’s 
work Syaraku, we see a clear imitation of the style and tech-
niques of the master. starting with the name of the work, 
which directly indicates the name of the famous predecessor. 
the yellow background plays the role of some kind of curtain, 
through which, when opened a little, the actor looks at us. 
the conciseness of the techniques that are used clearly indi-
cate an imitation of the creativity of syaraku.

In the work of Naoya Muratu, the relationship with 
Ando hiroshige’s Syaraku work is traced. the author does not 
take the hiroshige engraving as a basis, he imitates only lacon-
ic and “scented” technique. on a yellow-green background 
there is an image of a tree, the trunk of which is slightly wid-
ened in its lower part, and from it, as if from behind a cur-
tain, slightly supported by hand, eyes are looking at us. A sim-
ilar trick was used by Ando hiroshige in his work Syaraku.

Masakazu tanabe developed two posters, which also 
titled Syaraku. however, the creative heritage of the famous 
graphics, he uses as a background. on the first poster we 
see the engraving “Actor Ichikawa Komazzo III in the role 
of shigano daisity”, indicated by the silhouette of the hero, 
and Mon (family crest) on the actor’s right shoulder. on top 
of the engraving, the author has placed a large rectangle that 
almost completely covers the face of the hero. Almost com-
pletely, the rectangle is painted white and only a thin red 
stripe, under which a small stretch from dark blue to blue is 
placed. As an accent in this rectangle is an image of the eyes, 
shaped like half the target. obviously, Masakazu tanabe thus 
sought to point out that our generation is destroying the past, 
destroying all the centuries-old legacy of constant conflicts, 
wars, polluting the atmosphere, because this rectangle seems 
to be superimposed on the face, closing most of it.

Thanks to the use of unpainted parts of the composition, 
an interesting optical effect is created: this white spot seems 
to spread over the entire plane of the sheet, turning it into 
a continuous white spot. According to the content, the men-
tioned poster is a warning: if people do not cease to destroy 
and pollute our land, after a certain time everything will dis-
appear, turn into a dead white desert.

the second engraving by Masakazu tanabe was de-
signed using the same technique and depicts the actor Ichikawa 
Komadzo III in the role of shiga no dicity. That is, the basis 
for the poster was used the same engraving tosyushai syaraku. 
however, this time the face of the actor overlaps another rect-
angle, which with its unequal edges reminds us of a newspa-
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per or magazine clipping. the color used in the image is quite 
symbolic. Yellow and black are present in the color of the radi-
ation hazard symbol, green is life, red is destruction and blood, 
black and white indicate dualistic concepts of life and death.

enokido is another master inspired by the works 
of Syaraku. In their posters, which are called syaraku, 
enokido eclectically combines his vision and traditional 
techniques of graphics. enokido takes only syaraku’s love 
for conciseness in depicting the silhouettes and faces of his 
characters as a basis for his work. direct borrowing of images 
to syaraku is traced in the center of the poster, where the con-
tour-drawn faces resemble the make-up theater actors apply. 
Above and below the depicted characters there are two car-
touches in which there are monks with the image of dragons 
and hieroglyphs, stylized ornaments and various elements.

o-Kubi-e (“big heads”) in the system of genre subdi-
visions of Japanese theater engravings received the second 
name Yakusya-Nigao-e (portraits of actors). At the basis 
of this term is the concept of “similarities”, which is obvious-
ly not accidental: at the end of the 18th century, the problem 
of similarity became one of the central ones.

the introduction of bogus images made a real revolu-
tion in the art of woodcutting, bringing it to a significantly 
new, higher stage of development. the creation of bust por-
traits and in general the “fragmentation” of figures can be 
traced for almost the entire 18th century. the main factor 
behind this rethinking of images in engraving was the evolu-
tion of ideas about man, as well as the growing need to cre-
ate “recognizable” images of famous and beloved actors [14].

examples of framing the figure, focusing on the char-
acter’s face can be seen already in the belt images of syunko. 
At the end of the 18th century, the master creates a portrait 
of sakata sozyuro III, where all attention is concentrated 
on the face of an actor who plays the role of a thief.

the face in theatrical engraving is characterized, first 
of all, by make-up and mimicry [12]. With the advent of bust-
ing portraits, their character and the relationship between 
them changed. the classic make-up of Kumadori complied 
with color and linear symbolism, which is associated with 
the long tradition of physiognomy. each role was answered 
by its placement and its own color. Mostly Kumadori decorat-
ed the face of significant, powerful characters, who were often 
shrouded in a halo of the supernatural. the make-up of oth-
er heroes was built according to the same laws as the central 
heroic Kumadori characters, but was less intense and vivid, 
only slightly emphasing the volume of the face [14].

the use of o-kubi-e techniques is reflected in the works 
of Japanese masters of ecological posters such as Norizaku 
Kita, takanokura Yoshinori, shuzo and sato Koichi.

In his engravings of Norizaku Kita, RAVITY and LIVE 
imitates the main principle of o-kubi-e works. the post-
ers present photographs of real children, and they are also 
the main “means of artistic expression”, because only through 
children’s faces the author conveys the idea of non-violence 
and life to the viewer.

Another striking example is the work of takanokura 
Yoshinor Colors of the Future and The End of Nuclear 

Inactivity. In the first case, we see a shoulder image of a per-
son on a brown-red background. the contours of the chair 
and shoulders are modeled only with the play of light 
and shade, because the color of the body exactly matches 
the complexion. In the beginning, it seems that the charac-
ter has its back to us, because it is impossible to distinguish 
any portrait features. however, having looked narrowly, we 
see that the image in a profile. This is indicated by the image 
of eyes that seem to look out to us from a tin can. With this 
technique, the author tries to tell everyone that if a person 
does not begin to take drastic measures, over time, everything 
and everything will turn into a faceless desert.

the work The End of Nuclear Inactivity is quite straight-
forward. on a white background, the image of two skulls is 
mirrored, the bulk and features of which are modeled by com-
pressing and stretching the graphic grid. the absolute sim-
plicity of the image and the use of white and black make 
the poster concise, but at the same time they put quite power-
ful content. the work represents the eternal struggle between 
good and evil, a good world and a negative nuclear threat.

In his posters, titled Life, sato Koi only refers to the artis-
tic techniques inherent in o-kubi-e. he, like most of the graphs 
of o-kubi-e, uses the principle of center composition. 
choosing a white background as a basis for a poster, the au-
thor placed an image on it in the first case—a hat, in the sec-
ond—the soles of the boots. In the work with a hat a tone 
stretch of the same color as the hat is placed around the main 
image. the contours of this stretch mark resemble the “mush-
room” from the atomic bomb explosion. By this technique, 
the author points to the direct participation of man in the de-
struction of ecology and the World.

on the second poster from this series, there is also 
a tone stretch around the depicted soles, but behind the form 
it repeats the outlines of the soles. the radiation theme 
of this work is indicated by a rather interesting author’s tech-
nique. the contours of human feet shine through the image 
of the soles, the image looks like an X-ray, the same rays that 
are released during a nuclear explosion. Thus, the author 
in this work also indicates the direct involvement of a per-
son in the destruction of his world.

In the graph, ukio-e, which has been developing rapid-
ly since the 17th century, there are not only everyday scenes 
made in the technique of woodcuts, but also real advertis-
ing posters. A long period of time theatrical engraving occu-
pied a leading place in the art of Japan. such famous creators 
as Kiyonobu, shunsko, syaraku devoted their entire creative 
life to it. At the initial stage, absolutely all masters passed 
through the school of theatrical engraving, which was nec-
essarily included in the training program for young artists, 
and served as a test of their professional maturity. the art-
ists’ workshops that were associated with theatrical engraving 
were the most well-established dynastic associations, and, of-
ten, the creative methods and forms of amenities compiled 
there extended to the artistic practice of engraving masters 
of all genres [12].

some patterns of the Bijin-ga genre may be classified 
as an advertising poster by content, purpose, or artistic decision. 
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For example, the work of the famous master suzuki harunobu 
Kasamori Osen and the Fan Vendor, in which the graph depict-
ed osen, the famous beauty of the time, in the process of ac-
quiring a fan. All paper fans that the seller offers her depict 
monks and portraits of actors or theatrical scenes. osen holds 
a fan with the segawa Kikunodzho emblem; on the other 
fans it is easy to discern the monks of the Ichikawa and otani 
dynasties. the entire list of goods is crowned by a fan with 
a bogus image of an actor in the style of shunsho, two more 
of them depict actors in full length; and it is particularly inter-
esting that harunobu recreated on fans the signature of Buntho 
and syunsho—the two largest masters of theatrical engrav-
ings of the late 1760s and early 1770s. There is no doubt that 
hints of involvement in theatrical consolations and aware-
ness of the art of theatrical engravings bring additional touch-
es to the characterization of osen, as girls are not only good, 
but also savvy, being aware of artistic events.

Thus, an engraving rich in details, depicting not on-
ly the beauty, but also the fan vendor, makes this engrav-
ing a “double” advertising poster, because, on the one hand, 
the famous beauty osen is popularized, and, on the other 

hand, the celebrity advertises fans, which she chooses for her-
self, thus encouraging people to buy the same fans as hers. 
This technique is quite similar to modern advertising, pictur-
ing pop stars, movies or sports. the only difference is that 
modern advertising is aimed at promoting a particular brand, 
and the “old” one contains a general advertisement for fans.

the posters, which traditionally belong to the genre 
Yakusya-e, should also be attributed to advertising posters. 
the poster was an integral element of theatrical life, occupied 
a significant place in the popularization of Kabuki theater actors.

Conclusions. Thus, we can assert that Japanese theatrical 
engraving had a great influence on the formation of the mod-
ern language of the ecological poster. A special contribution 
to the development of the artistic language of the eco-poster 
was the work of tosyushaya syaraku. In his works, the tech-
niques used (linearity, flatness, sensitivity in building a com-
position, using local spots, building a composition in contrast 
and nuance), were later adopted by the artists to create envi-
ronmental posters. Theatrical engraving was of particular im-
portance for the creativity of takanokuro Yoshinori, Norizako 
Kita, shuzo, sato Koichi and others.
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Шауліс К. К.
Ремінісценції театральної гравюри в японському екологічному плакаті
Анотація. Високий злет японської театральної гравюри як самодостатнього і самостійного мистецтва спостерігається в XVII–
XIX століттях і не має аналогій не тільки в культурі інших східних країн, а в усій світовій культурі. Надзвичайно сильний вплив 
на сучасний екологічний плакат мала творчість Тосюсая Сяраку. Особливість художньої манери Сяраку полягає в тому, що в сво-
їй творчості він охопив майже повний спектр виконавського складу театру, а не лише популярних «зірок». Коло персонажів 
в Сяраку більш повне і «демократичне» порівняно з іншими майстрами. Серед сучасних майстрів, на яких вплинула творчість 
Тосюсая Сяраку, відзначаємо Таканокуро Йошинорі, Норізако Кіта, Шузо, Сато Коичи і багато інших. У своїх плакатах майстри 
використовують прийоми о-кубі-е.
Ключові слова: японська театральна гравюра, екологічний плакат, гравюри Тосюсая Сяраку, о-кубі-е.

Шаулис К. К.
Реминисценции театральной гравюры в японском экологическом плакате
Аннотация. Высокий взлет японской театральной гравюры как самодостаточного и самостоятельного искусства, наблюдается 
в XVII–XIX веках и не имеет аналогий не только в культуре других восточных стран, а и во всей мировой культуре в целом. 
Чрезвычайно сильное влияние на современный экологический плакат имело творчество Тосюсай Сяраку. Особенность ху-
дожественной манеры Сяраку заключается в том, что в своем творчестве он охватил почти полный спектр исполнительского 
состава театра, а не лишь популярных «звезд». Круг персонажей Сяраку более полон и «демократичен», в сравнении с другими 
мастерами. Среди современных мастеров, на которых повлияло творчество Тосюсая Сяраку, отмечены Таканокуро Йошинори, 
Норизако Кита, Шузо, Сато Коичи и многие другие. В своих плакатах мастера используют приемы о-куби-э.
Ключевые слова: японская театральная гравюра, экологический плакат, гравюры Тосюсая Сяраку, о-куби-э.
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